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Weerrlll another round of common sense, triggering and brutal truth coming up. Those new will ask why 

does he always say werrrll at the beginning of the show? That is a tribute in essence to a former member of 

THI Glenn Connon, who tragically died at a young age last year. His girlfriend Angela Efken also a 

member of THI soldiered on despite repeated cancer and tumor surgeries, but Angela succumbed to her 

own illnesses this month as I found out this morning at the age of 49. All at THI will mourn the loss of 

Angela, but many of you will have memories of Angela that will live on. My special memory of her and 

Glenn is when they turned up in Durango and we went to a lake reservoir, where they both tested the veil 

themselves, they were so excited. Little did we know then, that less than 3 years later, both will be 

departed. Thoughts go out to her family and friends, reunited with Glenn and we wish you happy travels 

together. 

 

NEWS: The first two pieces tonight were in the society news section in the past, that covered the programs 

being ran on us. But with the convergence unfolding now, all is being blurred into one. The programs we 

highlighted in the past, are being thrust into the now and now being covered in MSM. That is evidence of 

planting the seeds working, for those who are impatient on the feedback of the Blueprint, should take stock 

of how things unfold in a flow. Society news is now the news, our book is now the FHSTOS section, our 

book is now the Expose section, the mystery section is now becoming mainstream as well. 

 

There was a time before ChatGPT when the tech world was talking about something entirely different. 

Remember the metaverse? For a while it dominated tech news. A virtual reality world that would be so 

immersive, so engaging, that we would want to spend part of our lives in it. Driving the metaverse 

narrative was Mark Zuckerberg. The tech billionaire was so committed that in October 2021 he changed 

Facebook's name to Meta. The defining quality of the metaverse will be a feeling of presence, the Meta 

boss said, announcing the change. Feeling truly present with another person is the ultimate dream of social 

technology, that is why we are focused on building this. Feeling truly present? In what reality Zuckerberg? 

Just because you look like a cyborg, does not mean living organic beings wish to follow you. In the 

metaverse, you'll be able to do almost anything you can imagine, he said. Which generally on this world 

means we play out evil, because doing good things in life is now classed as boring or being in a cult. But 

almost two years on, Zuckerberg's vision of the metaverse is in trouble. This year he was forced to deny 

that he is now jettisoning the idea. A narrative has developed that we're somehow moving away from 

focusing on the metaverse, he told investors in April. So I just want to say upfront that that's not accurate. 

Recently the company held its annual VR event called Meta Connect. It was a chance, perhaps, for 

Zuckerberg to again explain his reasoning for taking an extremely profitable social media company and 

diverting its focus to an extremely unprofitable VR venture. How unprofitable? Well, the most recent 

figures from Meta are eye-watering. Reality Labs, which as the name suggests is Meta's virtual and 

augmented reality branch, has lost a staggering $21 billion since last year. Chatgpt is not working that well 

either. I guess nature and organic beings fought back. They are shelving it as it has a virus installed to 

make sure it doesn’t work as planned. If and when they overcome that, another one will be added. Like I 

have said, nothing they do will work anymore. That piece was written a month ago but couldn’t fit in into 
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the show. As of 11/18 further proof things are not working in the world of AI. As Sam Altman head of 

Chatgpt is fired. The board said Mr Altman had not been consistently candid with his communications, 

suggesting he is not bot enough. How ironic. 

 

We have had many positive stories within the news section this year and here is another one. What is great 

about this is, it is from New York often the target of our shows and also shows more people are beginning 

to care more and thinking in a better way. A New York City woman who died of ovarian cancer has raised 

enough money to pay off millions of dollars in other people's medical debts. In a social media post she 

arranged to be posted after her death, Casey McIntyre asked followers to consider donating to her cause. 

She said, she planned to pay off other people's medical debt as a way of celebrating her life. As of 

Saturday, McIntyre and her family had raised over $170,000 for her campaign with non-profit RIP Medical 

Debt. The organization pays off a dollar of medical debt for every penny that is donated, meaning 

McIntyre's campaign has helped erase up to $17m in unpaid medical bills. The organization says it buys 

medical debt in bundled portfolios, millions of dollars at a time at a fraction of the original cost. On 

average, whatever you donate has 100x the impact, it says on its website. As many as 100 million 

Americans struggle with medical debt, according to estimates from health research non-profit KFF. That is 

fantastic stuff, a future thinking idea that helps the all. It also highlights the greed of the medical 

establishment again, after their heist of public’s money over Covid. The world thinks America is an 

advanced nation and a superpower, it is neither. When you have over half of your adults struggling with 

medical debt, you are operating of system of deep depravity and far from advanced. Money in America has 

become the root of all evil and that only changes when people decided I have enough and stop being 

greedy. The TPC motto and the Blueprint can change all of this. 

 

Ukrainian refugees currently residing in Norway can apply for financial assistance to return home, the 

Immigration Directorate in Oslo has revealed. The Norwegian government is offering a cash payment of 

17,500 kroner (about $1,580) for repatriation expenses. The UN estimates that about 5.8 million 

Ukrainians have left the country since the conflict with Russia escalated in February 2022, although the 

EU has recently put that number closer to 10 million. The government in Kiev declared last month that it 

didn’t see them as refugees but temporarily displaced people, asking Western governments not to integrate 

them, but find ways to send them back. Ukraine has shown particular interest in men of fighting age and 

has even sought their extradition, but has been rebuffed by several EU states. Bring them back to die is 

what they are saying, remember the reason Russia went into Ukraine is because they were genociding their 

own people. It is unbelievable and yet many in Europe are waving Ukrainian flags, you are supporting 

genocide promoted by their Jewish leader. 

 

Recently we have mentioned the reparations scheme, none of which will go where he needs to go, 

regardless of the validity of it. We have all been raped and pillaged by the dark forces, it can never be 

repaid what we are owed. But requesting funds for the suffering of ancestors and not current is morally 

wrong and perpetuates the evil thinking and actions money brings. I could add to the reparation funds by 

including the C'est Que Vie Act, we are all owed millions from that, but again it can never be paid out. 

Why? because the current system can’t handle it, they don’t have enough funds to support it, all economies 
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would crash and the value of goods and services would collapse and society with it. Who would work 

anymore with million dollar pay outs? One of the benefits of working with the Trustee was, I got to learn 

of how the banking system works or doesn't work. We need a tabula rasa and the Blueprint delivers that. 

 

Congress is demanding answers from the Biden administration about a secret spying program, that tracks 

more than a trillion phone records from innocent and unsuspecting Americans each year. The under-the-radar 

system, known as Data Analytical Services or 'Hemisphere,' has been in operation for over a decade. It 

allows federal, state and local law enforcement agencies to tap into the phone records of U.S. citizens, who 

have not been accused of any crime. Under the Hemisphere program the White House Office of National 

Drug Control Policy (ONDCP) pays phone service provider AT&T to hand over phone records as far back as 

1987. What bothers me about this is, why Congress A: didn’t know and B: why has it taken so long to raise 

the issue? Why is everything after the horse has bolted? What wasn’t done or implemented to prevent it 

unfolding 10 years ago? A drug policy was used to implement it, all very sneaky and under hand, no doubt 

on the promise of catching drug criminals and the public’s safety again. All complete bs, just like the drug 

enforcement agency. Because until I see whole swathes of CIA agents arrested for their known involvement 

in drug crime, then it is all just a money laundering façade. When is Congress going to ask about the KGB, 

GCHQ and Mossad spying on Americans, with the approval of American policies? 

 

Did I not tell you the politicians are in fear? Want evidence? Listen closely to this piece. For Americans 

believing it will be their choice if Supreme Socialist Leader Joe Biden is the candidate to run against 

President Trump, this report notes, it was quietly revealed this week: Rules adopted by the Democratic 

National Committee in 2022, leave the DNC as the sole authority to appoint a Presidential nominee, where 

that nominee resigns after the August 2024 convention. A revelation joined by Politico: A surge of 

lawmakers calling it quits the past three weeks, is on the verge of putting Congress on pace to have more 

members retire before the next election, than in any similar cycle over the past decade. In most cases, 

retirements deprive their party of a proven fundraiser and vote-getter and several recent retirements are 

injecting fresh uncertainty into the tight battles for control of each chamber in 2024. Over the past few 

weeks, Democrats have lost a three-time winner in ruby-red West Virginia and a handful of swing-district 

House members who had success in competitive territory. This month alone, nine members of the House 

and Senate have said they won’t run for reelection next year. That’s the second-most in any single month 

going back at least as far as 2011. A total of 34 members of Congress have already announced they’re not 

running again and that doesn’t count those who plan to quit early or have already resigned. Oops, what is 

needed is for all to resign, adapt the Blueprint and let’s start again with fresh ideas that are all inclusive. 

 

SOCIETY SECTION: The rank of stupidity of people falling for programs is always a source of eye 

rolling, here is another example. Online search queries related to climate anxiety have risen, according to 

data gathered by Go-ogle. Studies also suggests that women are more affected by climate anxiety than 

men. Why? Because women have more fear than men. The rise of wildfires, floods and droughts around 

the world are just some of the highly visible signs of climate change. Except 80% of wildfires are caused 

by people not taking care on the hiking or camping trails. Floods and droughts have happened since the 

planet was created, it is no different now than then, only how it is reported by fear porn channels. The 
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History, National Geographic, Science shows and the weather channel all run 24/7 fear programs of about 

how we are all going to die. There is never anything positive, just fear. Our sun is going to die in 5B years, 

woo let’s all shit our pants shall we. Forgetting we only live for 70-90 years, again no solutions or 

manifesting a change is proffered. What is reported less is the impact of climate change on human minds. 

Climate anxiety, defined as feelings of distress about the impacts of climate change has been reported 

globally, particularly among children and young people. That is mental abuse, yet no one sees it. 

 

It didn’t take long did it? The corruption of the AI system to degenerate more children, all launched hastily 

with no parameters. Children are making indecent images of other children using artificial intelligence (AI) 

image generators, according to a UK charity. The UK Safer Internet Centre (UKSIC) said it had received a 

small number of reports from schools, but called for action now before the problem grew. It said children 

might need help to understand that what they were making was considered child abuse material. Why 

didn’t the so-called adults do that before it started? The charity wants teachers and parents to work 

together. It pointed out that, while young people might be motivated by curiosity rather than intent to cause 

harm, it was illegal in all circumstances under UK law to make, possess or distribute such images, whether 

they are real or generated by AI. It said children might lose control of the material and end up circulating it 

online, without realizing there are consequences for these actions. It also warned that these images could 

potentially be used for blackmail. We all know who uses the blackmail tactic often, it is basically setting 

these children up for future leveraging. This is why we suggested in the Blueprint all technology should be 

assessed based upon the morality of it, the potential abuses of it and the implications upon society, not 

programming and shekel making. AI has been rolled out in panic, as the mainframe AI was destroyed 6-7 

years ago, without any due diligence by all departments, not just Governments. 

 

Another program breaking down is religion as this piece highlights. 21 Alarming reasons today’s youth are 

abandoning the Catholic church. Me personally I don’t think it is alarming, I think it is refreshing. Because 

it means more people here are going to be more adult thinking, religion is for children and savior 

programs. This puts the planet and its people’s onto a higher evolutionary path, of rising out of the cosmic 

child level species towards an advanced adult species capable of exploring the Cosmos in peace. The 

article says in an ever-evolving world, it’s become increasingly evident that the Catholic Church is facing a 

significant challenge, the departure of today’s youth. Young people are leaving the Church in more 

significant numbers than ever before, it’s a topic causing concern, discussion and reflection among 

religious leaders, scholars and everyday individuals. This trend isn’t happening in isolation or without 

cause. There are many reasons behind it, some deeply personal and complex. We’ll take a closer look at 21 

reasons, understanding the factors pushing today’s youth away from the Catholic Church. From changing 

societal norms to evolving spiritual perspectives, each element contributes to a nuanced and intricate story 

that’s reshaping the role of religion in the lives of young people today. In many Western societies, 

traditional religious observance has given way to secularism. This means younger generations are growing 

up with a broader worldview, often with less emphasis on religious rituals and affiliations. The uncovering 

of extensive child abuse within the church and the perception of institutional cover-ups have deeply hurt its 

reputation. This has led to feelings of betrayal and mistrust. Topics like contraception, homosexuality and 

divorce have evolved in mainstream discourse. The Church’s steadfastness on certain positions can appear 
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inflexible or outdated. Many see science and religion as opposing forces. As scientific understanding 

grows, religious explanations can sometimes seem simplistic or mythological. Families today look 

different than they did in the past. The church’s teachings might not always seem inclusive or 

understanding of diverse family structures. With information at their fingertips, today’s youth can explore 

a multitude of perspectives. This can reduce the Church’s role as the primary source of spiritual or moral 

guidance. (M) turn it in. Without active youth programs or initiatives to involve younger members, 

churches can seem like they’re catering only to older generations. Exposure to different faiths promotes 

understanding and tolerance, but can also lead to a sense of equivalency between religions or beliefs. 

Contemporary culture often embraces sexual freedom and understanding, conflicting with the Church’s 

teachings on issues like premarital sex or contraception. The allure of consumerism and the pursuit of 

material goods can overshadow spiritual pursuits and values. The Church’s ancient traditions can 

sometimes give an impression of being outdated in a rapidly evolving world. Independent thinking and a 

suspicion of hierarchies mean younger generations might challenge religious teachings or authorities. And 

that is the right thing to do, as both have proven to have failed the people. Exposure to global ideas and 

cultures can lead to broader spiritual perspectives that don’t align with a single religious tradition. Digital 

spaces offer communities and ideologies that can either replace or challenge traditional religious 

affiliations. If religious instruction does not evolve to address contemporary challenges or questions, it 

may not equip young people to navigate their faith in the modern world. The ceremonial aspects of the 

Church might not resonate with everyone, leading to a disconnect between the individual and the 

institution. Criticisms about the Church’s vast wealth, especially in the face of global poverty, can create 

perceptions of hypocrisy. If there’s a perceived gap between the teachings of Christ (e.g., compassion, 

charity) and the actions of church leaders or policies, it can lead to disillusionment. Young people often 

wish to explore and understand teachings rather than accept them at face value. This can lead to diverse 

interpretations or beliefs. There’s an increasing interest in spiritual paths outside of traditional Western 

religions, leading many to explore varied beliefs and practices. In an age of curated online personas and 

corporate branding, there’s a hunger for genuine experiences and connections, which might sometimes be 

felt as lacking in organized religion. Understanding these reasons provides a roadmap for religious 

institutions to evolve and find new ways to connect with younger generations. That will not be happening, 

the new but old souls coming in now will not be following the folly of those that went before them. 

Following child level savior and salvation programs is all the church offers, it is time for adult level 

advancement of the species. Did you know the salvation means to save the soul, the church of course 

offered salvation if you followed their doctrine. All of which explains why the Vatican was claiming many 

souls and collecting them, all in the name of salvation. 

 

Here is a message from the Pope, riddled with hypocrisy and the height of irony. Christianity in America is 

just a money-making scheme, as the Pope slams American Catholics for turning faith into a cash cow and 

ideological circus. All of which is true of course, minus the mention of the pedophilia. Yet, did not the 

Rome church create that monster itself? with the sheer lavishness, pomp and ceremony with their own so 

called church. Except it is not a church in the traditional sense, it is a harvesting and ritual center that binds 

every human on the planet via the birth certificates and promotes external savior programs, guilt and 

shame programs. Add in the mafia and the dark forces knights connected directly to them and you begin to 
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get the picture. At which point will the flock of sheep see through the illusion of it all? Why is the Pope 

attacking Christians? Because it is time to end the Christians in their eyes, as the one world religion is 

Zionism. 

 

Further evidence of the organized subtle attacks on Christians, done by the mistress of lies, Jen Psaki this 

time. Former White House press secretary Jen Psaki criticized Republican Speaker of the House Mike 

Johnson on her show for being a religious fundamentalist. Psaki highlighted Johnson’s self-description as a 

Bible-believing Christian and warned that he is not just a threat due to his political beliefs, but also because 

he is a Christian fundamentalist. Johnson has faced both praise and criticism for invoking God and the 

Bible in his role as Speaker of the House. How is that not declared anti-Christianism or some other ism? 

How is that allowed in a so-called Christian country, yet no criticism allowed of a foreign country and their 

religion? 

 

EXPOSE: The opening of the throat chakra in relation to the Jewish problem is increasing by the day now. 

Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez has hit out at reports that, a pro-Israel lobby group plans to pump tens of 

millions of dollars to try oust progressive Democrats in next year's primaries, because of their opposition 

to the fighting in Gaza. Ocasio-Cortez, a New York Democrat, decried the apparent acceptable level of 

dissent amid a report, AIPAC will is seeking to spend up to $100 million to remove her and other members 

of the so-called squad from office, over their calls for a ceasefire as Israel continues its war against the 

Palestinian militant group Hamas. Criticism of the Israeli government is virtually nonexistent in US 

politics, but apparently that's not enough, Ocasio-Cortez said while sharing the reports on AIPAC. Gotta 

spend $100 million to unseat the few who believe in Palestinian human rights and a ceasefire that most 

Americans already support. The acceptable level of dissent is 0. We are reviewing a number of races 

involving detractors of Israel, but we have made no decisions at this time, an AIPAC spokesperson told 

Newsweek. Where is the Oversight Committee on this? The FBI, CIA, NSA, DHS and the State Dept? this 

is blatant interference with elections right on our home soil and this is allowed? Another of the 

contradictory nature of politics, law and life is it not? 

 

Elon Musk was inundated by criticism recently, this time for agreeing with a blatantly antisemitic tweet. 

The tweet in question claimed in part that, Jewish communities have been pushing the exact kind of 

dialectical hatred against whites, that they claim to want people to stop using against them. Musk replied: 

You have said the actual truth. Again I ask, how is that antisemitic? It is not, it is a difference of opinion. 1. 

It was not anti-Semitic it was a critique, big difference and 2. We agree also. It’s funny and the last month 

has shown it in stark clarity, people can label and say negative things and what they like about Palestinians 

and get away with it. But people who dare to criticize Jews or Israel are castigated, suspended and many 

now have been fired from their jobs, for having a different opinion. Musk seemed to qualify his response 

in a later post, agreeing with another user who said it was unfair to say Jewish communities promote 

dialectical hatred towards white people. This does not extend to all Jewish communities, Musk replied, but 

it is also not just limited to the ADL, referring to the Anti-Defamation League, a Jewish advocacy group. 

The ADL are a terrorist anti people group, designed to cause disruption, diversion and division. It is all 

they do. Nice to see Musk calling it out. The rise in the mention of whites being maligned is increasing 
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exponentially now. Not just by whites either is the best part, I have seen nearly all other races stating it as 

well. Do not allow the children to imprint you with their meme of antisemitic, because anti-Semitic is now 

in alignment with the National Security Act, deflection of blame, not answering the questions and covering 

up crimes. 

 

In a bold and impassioned address during a virtual mini plenary sitting of the National Assembly, 

Economic Freedom Fighters (EFF) leader Julius Malema has called for the South African government to 

sever all diplomatic ties with Israel. Malema argues that maintaining such ties is not only offensive to the 

principles of the South African Constitution, but also condemns the actions of the Israeli government 

against the rights of the Palestinian people. He also mentioned about Zionism and Israel’s apartheid 

policies. Nice to see global leaders calling it out. 

 

At a UN security council meeting, Unicef executive director Catherine Russell reported this. She says 

more than 420 children are being killed or injured in Gaza each day the conflict goes on, a number, she 

says, that should shake each of them to their core. Russell adds that the violence being perpetrated against 

children extended beyond the Gaza Strip. In the West Bank, including East Jerusalem, at least 37 children 

had reportedly been killed and more than 30 Israeli children had reportedly been killed, while at least 20 

remain hostage in the Gaza Strip with their fates unknown. Just shameful behavior and what is the UN 

actually doing? What are the Governments around the world doing? What is the Hague doing? Nothing. 

Simple solution to stop Israel, boycott them en masse until they learn to be civilized and gave Palestine and 

Syria their land back to 1947 levels. Here is the Israeli version of the American Patriot Act, all neatly 

packaged before the deliberately created war we see unfolding now. A week after the Hamas attack, 

Israel's Ministry of Intelligence issued a secret ten-page document outlining the expulsion of the 

Palestinian population of Gaza to northern Sinai, in Egypt: Is that reversing the fake exodus story in the 

bible? 1. Instruct Palestinian civilians to vacate north Gaza ahead of land operations; 2. Sequential land 

operations from north to south Gaza; 3. Routes across Rafah to be left clear; 4. Establish tent cities in 

northern Sinai and construct cities to resettle Palestinians in Egypt. The document has been verified by an 

official from the Ministry of Intelligence, according to the Hebrew website Mekomit which originally 

published the document.  

 

This show despite showing to truth to all races, most of which has been painful to hear and caused angst, 

frustration, upset and many more emotions. A theme that runs through our shows is and has been, what is 

called the Jewish problem, which automatically triggers many on both sides of the debate. But, we have 

also appealed to the all, to not pursue the violence and retribution path and lets all come together. Many 

times in each part of FHSTOS, I appealed to not broad sweep all Jews under the same dark forces alliance. 

The book reveals all the problems and also provides all the solutions. I have also praised many Israelis on 

the shows, for showing commendable community spirit towards other people. Here is another one called 

Efrat Fenigson, an Israeli who looks at all sides of the duality debate and applies triality, which is her 

opinion and some common sense. Common sense we see lacking every time a MSM person opens their 

mouths. You see, MSM people are not even in the debate, they are paid lackeys to promote and read a 

script, all designed to keep the duality divide and conquer program running. MSM people don’t have or 
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say their own opinions, it is all formulated for them by the Mockingbird program. Efrat has seriously 

questioned the official narrative of the Hamas attack, along with many other Israelis. Finally they are 

seeing what we have warned about. Many predictably are frightened to speak up and she has shown 

courage and bravery to step out of the programs and speak as she sees it. I know all too well the impact it 

has on your personal life, for not know-towing to the system of control, it is fairly brutal and I hope the 

Israelis support and protect her. The Israeli stance on October 7th is, we will deal with and apportion blame 

after the war. All of which means they hope people forget or that they have more time to formulate a fake 

document to be passed off as truth, like the Warren report on JFK and the 9/11 commission. Filled with 

more questions than answers, filled by conspiracy theories as there is no evidence to support it, all 

designed to white wash the truth and continue the sacrifice games. Efrat has reported on not just the 

extermination of Palestinian’s ongoing, but as per usual with the Israeli junta, just as they did in America 

with the Patriot Act which was written before 9/11, the Israelis are dampening down on their own people, 

again just as we warned in the book and shows. They issued Stazi based directives on the Jewish people as 

follows: 1. The freezing of the FOIA during the war plus an extended time period to respond from 4 to 7 

months. 2. To allow live fire against Israeli people who are protesting, this was being pushed before the 

war. Now they have instructed police to shoot Israeli protestors. Due to public pressure this measure was 

dropped. Interesting Efrat described these measures as Draconian, perhaps she needs to look into where 

that word originated and she would have a deeper understanding as to what has and is playing out. 3. The 

right to protest denied with the police chief threatening to round up protestors on buses and send them to 

Gaza. Public pressure also reversed this ruling as well. 4. Internet task force to shut up speech online not in 

alignment with their narrative, under incitement and conspiracy theories. This was set up prior to the war 

and they have imprisoned 103 suspects and 44 indictments fast tracked against those they declare as 

inciting terrorism or expressing support for Hamas. The police chief then issued a warning of any Israelis 

online hinting the October 7th event was an inside job. He then labeled them Hamas or Iran terrorists. 

Echoing what happened here, don’t support their narrative and you are a terrorist, nut job, conspiracy 

theorist or anti this and anti that. Those that don’t agree will expect to find themselves in police 

interrogation rooms. Not police custody but interrogation which has a completely different meaning. 

Interrogation means threats of violence and torture to extract information. 5. Agricultural aid and free 

speech. Israel is struggling with agriculture due to a lack of employees, which is actually part of a wider 

Jewish culture of not doing the so called menial jobs, only high shekel paying jobs. Although Americans 

are similar in that fact, as most farm labor are immigrants. The Ministry of Agriculture has opened a war 

room that monitors online posts and media reports against the Ministry. Typical response – fear and 

control, instead of addressing the farmer’s needs. The Israeli people have rallied around the farmers and 

become volunteers to farm and aid the farmers, that is what I like to hear, people helping and supporting 

each other. These acts forced the Ministry to give aid to the farmers. Again that shows the power of the 

people, the tide has definitely turned. 6. The fight against terrorism bill, which was essentially if you are 

reading Hamas content you will be sentenced to prison for one year. A thought police bill, where thinking 

something, you will end up in jail. This was first introduce in Britain a few years back. 7. Biometric 

identification. Due to the October 7th attack and the authorities it was said were unable to identify the 

victims. So now they are transferring all the biometric data from the Ministry of Interior to the police, 

Shabak, intelligence agencies and the IDF. Predictably it is not just for identifying victims, but allows 
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security agencies to demand, receive and possess biometric data on all citizens. There you have it, all the 

conspiracy theories of our show, now proven to be true in relation to the “Jewish” problem. The Jewish 

problem for all other races has now come home to their own. I take no great pleasure in being proven right, 

it is more important the information was right, not me. The fearful, paranoid cornered snake is now lashing 

out in all directions and now the world including the Israelis are beginning to see a larger picture. A few 

months ago before this war I said, I would not like to be a Jewish person in the coming times, now you will 

see why. I appeal to all the protestors and alt media is, do not tarnish all with the same brush. Do not let 

your ignorance cloud your judgement of the Jewish people, target the ones who caused it, as the Israeli 

people like all us goyims are the effect. The cause is an off world satanic cult worshipping off world evil 

gods and sacrificing to them. All of us are on their menu and all of us need to come together to fight the 

Hebrew Anunnaki and eliminate them once and for all. They are a blight on this planet and its varying 

humanoid races and their time here is limited now. All of us coming together and learning the harsh truths 

of our book, will generate a togetherness not seen on this planet for a very long time. That is the overview 

premise of FHSTOS, people coming together in harmony. 

 

FHSTOS SECTION: I guess people are finally starting to notice about the low birth rates and its 

implications. While we once approached this severely depleted birth rate happening as solely the major 

issue for the Asian Circle, not including South Asian India of course. What we’re finding now is, that in 

fact, it is affecting the entire EU or Europe significantly as a whole. Except for one unexpected country, 

which we’ll put forth later. Unfortunately, Italy has recently set a new all-time low, as there were no births 

in the entire country for three months. Astonishingly crushing is an understatement to say the least. Zero 

births in 3 months for a country with a population of roughly 59 million? Given there are two volcanoes 

rumbling in Italy currently and threatening to blow, is there something else going on in Italy? A potential 

clear out? Italy’s dearth of babies is considered a national emergency and fixing the problem was a 

prominent policy pledge by Giorgia Meloni ahead of last year’s election. Last year Italy recorded more 

than 12 deaths for every seven births and the resident population fell by 179,000 to 58.85 million, ISTAT 

said in its annual demographic report. 

 

A graph supporting this will be in the transcripts when posted (see “27 EU countries children per woman 

2010 vs 2021.jpg” in the Downloads section of this show’s main page). A major factor is the reduction and 

the aging of the female population in the 15–49 age group, conventionally considered reproductive. The 

fertility rate edged down to 1.24 children per woman from 1.25 in 2021, registering a decline in central and 

northern regions and a marginal increase in the south. Before we go putting Italy on the extinction watch 

list that includes Japan, South Korea, plus as much as a 60% population reduction for China. We need to 

take some details and facts into consideration that will better help us understand the difference in how this 

issue is being addressed, and will be offset because of these multiple factors. Remember, Japan is a 

standalone country, with no bordering Nations, other than the countries across the sea. South Korea 

actually can depend on the Asian circle that may stave off total extinction, because of the welcomed influx 

of Indonesian, Filipino, Malaysian and other Asian-Circle Nationalities. While, because of Japan’s long 

standing known racism against other Asian Nationalities and ethnicities, is unwilling to invite the other 

races in to boost their populace. Perhaps the Japanese like the white race understand the problems of 
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genetic mixing? Or maybe they are an offshoot of the white race? Maybe they collected more channels? 

Which will be revealed in a later show. Births in Italy are heading for a new record low this year, 

according to preliminary data that points to a deepening of the country's long-standing demographic crisis. 

Between January and June there were 3,500 fewer births than in the same period of 2022. In 2022 as a 

whole, births fell 1.7% to 393,000, a 14th consecutive drop and the lowest number since the country's 

unification in 1861. Prime Minister Giorgia Meloni this month earmarked around 1 billion euros ($1.05 

billion) for measures aimed at addressing the crisis, driven in part by Italian women's struggles to combine 

work and motherhood and considered a national emergency for the euro zone's third largest economy. A 

shrinking and ageing population leads to falling productivity and higher welfare costs, in a country that 

already has the highest state pension bill in the 38-nation. The report based on the January-to-June data the 

fertility rate in 2023 is likely to edge down to 1.22 children per woman from 1.24 in 2022. The rate is 

bolstered by immigrants, while among women of Italian nationality it stood at just 1.18 in 2022. Other 

findings showed that on average women in Italy have their first child at 31 and that last year 41.5% of 

babies were born to unmarried women. The stark reality is, each nation must produce 2.1 children to keep 

the populace in flow and balance. Notice in general the major fall off in white countries again, just what 

part 9 and other shows revealed and also revealed in are new book available now, Volume 3 of FHSTOS. 

Ignoring the problem does not make it go away. The great questions are; why it has been allowed to go this 

far? Who is covering it up? And why is the UN not addressing or more importantly the media? An 

extinction level event of unprecedented proportions all being ignored by the Jewish mafia media, perhaps 

people should be starting to ask serious questions as to why? 

 

Another example of proof from our book and in particular reference to the Israel Cohen speech. Efrain 

Gonzalez, a Bronx political activist is being slammed by his party members for making antisemitic 

comments on social media. It comes amid an ugly New York City Council race to endorse a GOP 

candidate. Gonzalez crossed his party line and decided to endorse Republican Kristy Marmorato instead of 

incumbent Democrat Marjorie Velazquez in the Bronx's 13th District. That is not the first cross over in 

politics recently either, as both of them are struggling badly. Gonzalez said, Jews are the most corrupt real 

estate people in New York. In another clip, he targeted the Bronx Democratic Party, especially Jewish 

powerhouse attorney, Stanley Schlein. It's going to take a long time to fight to get rid of those weeds in the 

Bronx Democratic Party. They're weeds, they're bad people, you can't grow a garden with those folks, he 

said. And they're black and they're Latino and the hidden agenda there is, the Jewish man who uses them to 

do his dirty work. Yes, just as Israel Cohen stated. He called New York Assembly Speaker Carl Heastie a 

puppet. I really feel bad because when you're a black man and you're being controlled by a Jew, in today's 

times, that's really scary, but that's what's happening, folks. Good stuff not because it is against Jews, but 

because of the many evil programs they are running against the people. The evidence was overwhelming, 

but people couldn’t see it. That is now changing on a mass level. Israel issued a bill this year planning to 

ban Christian worship including Jesus. As two members of the Knesset (Israel’s parliament) introduced a 

bill that would ban any and all efforts to tell people about Jesus. The bill would send violators to prison. 

Which it is said, that would bring clashes with American Christians, who are the biggest supporters of 

Israel. In the United States alone, there are some 60 million Evangelicals. Globally, there are an estimated 

600 million, according to the World Evangelical Alliance said the article. Notice the 6 reference in those 
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figures? The legendary 6M to 60M to 600M was not cohencidental, all the corrupted 666 you see. On 

Friday, All Israel news emailed Samuel Brownback, a long-time and consistent friend and supporter of 

Israel. Surprised and concerned, the ambassador replied with the following statement: Free and democratic 

countries simply do not outlaw the free exchange of ideas and that includes religious beliefs and 

convictions. Article 18 of the Universal Charter of Human Rights, which Israel has signed onto, guarantees 

freedom of religion, including the right to decide your own faith beliefs, indeed. What the Jewish people 

have to understand is, they operate outside of law at all times, for them there is no law because they 

believe they are the law. Most people will react to this in horror, oh the poor Christians, they are trampling 

on their beliefs. Those same Christians trampled all over spirituality and a connection to Source plus the 

ways of the white race, let’s not forget. Killing millions in the process. In overview the Israelis are doing 

everyone a favor, as FHSTOS revealed their Mary and Jesus was Isis and Horus. Sometimes the darkness 

shows you the light. The great question remains is, who are they planning on bringing in as the new 

savior? 

 

MYSTERY SECTION: This was written in part by a member on the chat, that is useful on a wider scale. 

The piece what is life also plays into this, do we understand life? What is its purpose? Do we believe? Or is it 

a perception? THI has tasked you all to think different, think deeper and expand your horizons in terms of 

knowledge. But having knowledge is one thing, what happens next is another. What do you do with the said 

knowledge? Store it up and state I am awake? Or do you develop with and from that knowledge into a 

wisdom based being? What you experience, then develop and learn from, is what you become in the future. 

The member wrote this; Perception is awareness shaped by belief, beliefs control perception. Rewrite 

beliefs and you rewrite perception. Rewrite perception and you rewrite genes and behavior. I am free to 

change how I respond to the world, so as I change, how I see the world. I change my genetic expression. 

We are not victims of our genes. We are masters of our genetics. Good stuff and we have spoken about 

perception and also perspective. Life and judgement are declared and spoken through a single lens of 

viewing or perspective. It was never the best way to go about things, as it is a limited scope and viewing. 

Can’t see the forest for the trees? but unless you are above the trees, you will never know whether it is a 

forest or a wood. Snap judgements are all very crocodilian are they not, often based on perception or 

limited perspective. But there is a scenario that is worse than both, non-viewing or attendance of the 

engagement, yet people pass judgements upon scenarios they were not even in attendance on or with. 

Formed by opinions of others, instead of your own opinions based upon the engagement. Like people 

labeling our group a cult, based on what engagements? None, all done by people who think they are 

awake, when they are only ½ of a rung up from the MSM. Because one person says I do not like or trust 

another, does not mean you should follow it, that in overview is a micro control system and so no different 

to the larger control system. In our own group people have disagreements, but do they settle the 

disagreements between them? No, they land it all on my desk for me to sort it out, even though I am and 

was not involved in it. It takes the meme I know you’re busy but, to whole new levels. Is this how we 

should be acting? Who made me the judge and jury? Why is my opinion on a matter I didn’t experience 

more valid? How can it be valid when I wasn’t there? Because essentially those involved in it are trying to 

curry favor by getting me to accept their views only, again that is a micro control system. The man who 

took on the task to breakdown the macro control system, you are now tasking to create a micro control 
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system based upon your own beliefs and perceptions. We came to change the game, not play it. Here is a 

tip for you all, if you do not like a fellow member or trust them, you do realize that is not about the fellow 

member, it is only about you. Self-mastery allows you to like, love and trust everyone, until a direct action 

by that person against myself, then changes my opinion of those people. It is not based on the testimony of 

others and that is the true triality of it all. 

 

Further inputs on the potential of a 9-day week which was used in the past and how that all works out is 

put forward here, from a Russian website. The first and second day of the week was always a working day, 

the third day was a day of rest and moreover, it was also a day for fasting. This is logical, if you do not 

work, you use less energy and so do not have to eat a lot. The fourth day is the working day. Friday or the 

5th day was the middle of a 9-day week and was also a work day, but hard work was not encouraged on 

that day. The sixth was a rest day. On the seventh they usually rested from their daily household chores, 

but the day was a work day. During the eighth, they tried to finish all the things that had been started 

during the week. On the ninth day (week) they rested, walked, held weddings and feasts and went on visits. 

In other words, the Slavs worked a little less than today. Now we work 5 days and rest 2 days, but 

previously we worked for two days, rested one day, again worked for two days and rested for one day and 

so on. If we translate this into percentages, we now rest 5% less. Currently, 28.5% of the week and 

previously 33% of the week, were on vacation in Russia. But something else that is more important. We 

didn't overwork ourselves before: after two days we rested. If such a schedule were in place now, there 

would probably be less depression and people would not suffer from chronic fatigue. Although traveling to 

the countryside with such a schedule would, of course be inconvenient, remember before everyone lived in 

villages, there were no skyscrapers or megacities. So they rested on 3rd, 6th and 9th day of the week! 3-6-9 

in action. https://dzen.ru/a/YeUbnvt8dzvJM31x One more interesting writing from the same site the word 

calendar itself - where did it come from? Official sources say that calendar in translation from Latin means 

record of loans or book of debts. All very shekel making that is it not? Just like Roman debtors, they repaid 

their debts according to the calendar and paid taxes. It sounds convincing, but if you delve into the Latin 

language, it becomes clear that the origin of this word is unclear and it is quite possible that it was 

borrowed. Borrowed from what you may ask? the more pertinent question is, borrowed from whom? At 

the same time, the Slavic calendar is called Kolyada Dar, i.e. a gift from Kolyada - the Bright Hierarch. 

Who, according to legend, developed and presented the calendar to our ancestors. The author says try 

saying Kolyada Dar quickly a few times and you'll almost get calendar. My personal opinions is the 

difference between the calendars is due to the off-world invasions here. Each race connected to a differing 

calendar is revealing the calendar of their home world, not ours.  

 

People often ask for disclosure whilst ignoring the disclosure they have already had. In fact our whole 

FHSTOS is full on disclosure on many levels. The ET issue being the main one, but more and more are 

tapping into it now like this short piece. Just imagine the huge flying machines that existed long before our 

civilization, vimanas and vitmaras or wightmans and wightmars, depending upon the translation. Where 

are they now? Who flew them? Chudinov tried to figure it out and came up with an amazing discovery. 

The inscriptions on these devices in Russian, which read about the connection of the UFO with the temples 

of the Russian gods. On the network about these devices, you can find the following information: 
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Wightman is the flying celestial chariot on which Gods and people traveled between the Earths. There 

were also Wightmars, large heavenly chariots capable of carrying up to 144 Wightman in their womb. In 

the Ramayana, which is kept by the inhabitants of India, the Wightmans are called Vimanas; this distortion 

of the name occurred when translated from the H'Aryan language into Sanskrit. Descriptions of various 

flying objects of Vimana are found not only in the Ramayana, but also in the Rig Veda (II millennium 

BC), plus other works that have come down to us from ancient times. Seeing is believing some will say, 

but then people are told there is a forest in Arizona remember, but it’s just not there. 

 

An interesting line came up in a series recently about two Japanese females being lesbian partners. Neither 

parents approved of it, but one mother said, but you are damaging the soul doing that. It will be interesting 

to find out whether the Japanese or other Asians believe that to be true. In overview what are the 

possibilities for that statement to be true? Only one, as it stifles the creation of natural births, which is the 

role of the female in a Source based Divine Feminine way. Freedom of choice if you ask my opinion, but 

the knowledge of the ancient wisdom should be given to the children to then make better informed adult-

based choices. 

 

Here is a pondering that came from a download. Is Greenland two land masses? Did someone cover over 

the whole of Greenland in ice, to create a land bridge of the two islands? Are the two islands of Greenland 

part of Da’ Arya? Why is Greenland owned by Denmark? On a world of colonialism and taking other 

people’s lands, why has tiny Denmark held onto that land mass or land masses? Is it related to the name of 

Denmark? The mark of Dan? In FHSTOS Part 1, we discussed the 4 rivers that went around the Garden of 

Eden in India. There was also 4 rivers that flowed into Da’ Arya, is the four rivers in India and Assyria an 

overlay of the original in Da’ Arya? Was the 4 Garden of Edens actual Asgard locations that were taken 

over by the sub grays and Kali Ma cult? At least two of the four gardens had 4 rivers running around or 

through them, just like Da’Arya. Which could be a cohen cidence or it was built previously by the Rus to 

copy or recreate Da’Arya? 

 

We have covered many songs in the show this year, Starrider, Stargazer, Children of the Sea and Get Free 

recently. In February of this year I did a piece on the song Boulevard of broken dreams and what becomes 

of the broken hearted, following a download after the Revelations show. A harsh warning in that show 

about falling for the illusions and traps. The song says, as I walk this land of broken dreams, I have visions 

of many things. But happiness is just an illusion, filled with sadness and confusion, the song says. 

Happiness is just an illusion, yes the providence of sorrow, whereby you become happy in grief and pain. I 

included another song that said, What becomes of the brokenhearted, who has love that's now departed? I 

know I've got to find, some kind of peace of mind, baby Perhaps the heart is broken due to using too many 

pieces of the mind? The departing love is the music of the spheres, I said. Recently I took a walk in the 

cold November rain, after we had rain for the first time in 2 months, I didn’t quite hold a candle, but 

perhaps a cigar as the candle in the wind was sufficient. Yes it is hard to hold a candle in the cold 

November rain. I was reminded back to earlier this year and why this next song kept playing in my head, I 

pondered at the time was it related to a possible Galactic event on November 8th or something more 

personal? The same show in February I covered in part the lyrics of November rain as well and said this. 
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And when your fears subside, but shadows still remain, you can carry on walking through the cold 

November rain, or you can manifest a change within and without from you. You have been through this a 

long long time just trying to kill the pain, but trying didn’t work, doing it will. So never mind the darkness, 

we still can find a way, cause nothin' lasts forever, even cold November rain, because your inner light 

shines on. How brightly depends on you alone. Yes it is November and yes we had rain, almost as 

prophetic on a personal level as the wind at Tara. 

 

EXPOSE 2: Following on from Tuesday’s show and one hopes you all have a deeper understanding of 

what is love and what is life. The questions now are, do you men understand the woman and honor her 

role? Do you women understand the man and honor his role in life and love? That is the takeaway for you 

all from that show, division between us, the hierarchical programs between us, a lack of honor between us 

and a lack of trust between us, has just not worked. What will you do to correct it? Will you be more 

honest with yourself and the opposite sex? Will you find your right man to negate and correct the image 

and the blood of the first man, if that first man was not suitable? This will be one of the most powerful 

pieces on THI shows, it will also be one of the most triggering as well. Often people tell me that piece was 

about me, often it is not, but if the person was triggered and then connected to that piece, it means the 

piece revealed hidden truths about themselves. The song you’re so vain, I guess you think this show is 

about you, don’t you? Springs to mind. But often things outside and inside the group unfold that brings 

forth these pieces. It reveals itself and I ponder and write about it. Often the more personal level pieces 

comes at a cost to me, as projection, deep questioning and challenging the narrative bursts forth. But that to 

me means, it hit home, not only for those who do project, but much further afield. The Santies told us of 

the power of love, which has many components to it. Our recent piece What is love and our failed attempts 

to define it, shows how much it has been lost by all the people on this planet. The love of life and things, 

the love of people in general and the process of being in love with a person. All three are very different, 

but all three are essential components of life operating in a better way. Love is the harmony glue that holds 

the light forces together, love is the Source spark that can ignite us all. Love is the connection to the 

Source many internally seek and even those that seek eternal gods via religions know deep down inside, 

they seek the wrong god. But love is a frequency of a much higher purpose, when you have learned to 

develop the self-enough. The love frequency is carried by the Music of the Spheres, that once experienced 

will never be forgotten. Because only then can you truly understand love and it’s frequency. The dark 

forces have done everything to dampen love, with their automated bot like people devoid of compassion, 

empathy and love. Those people are like the migrants arriving off shore in a small raft upon a vast ocean, 

in essence they are an island. Cut off from the mainland and they are requiring external help with which to 

feed, clothe or provide energy to. They are the harvesters, seeking to draw energy away from you, when all 

the energy you need is within you in many aspects. Because if you don’t operate in love, then you operate 

in fear, which is a harvesting mechanism. But do we understand love? Clearly not, passed off as lust in 

many cases, because we haven’t defined too well the rules of engagement surrounding relationships. If it is 

just a sexual component and no strings attached, why are people afraid to say the truth and ask of what 

they want? If it is a relationship with the sexual component and let’s see how we get along before making a 

full union, why do people not just say that out loud? Or if it is I would like a relationship and the sexual 

component can happen now or I can wait. That is defining a relationship in full truth is it not? Is that how 
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we engage each other in truth, a definite no. Why? Because of fear, generally due to rejection or what 

people think about you. So then we end up going into a pre-crafted ritualistic dance and chicanery, that 

frankly in overview is bizarre. It leads to a merry dance like some jungle birds, preening and dancing 

around, plus over spending to impress, waffling and talking platitudes. People lying about their wealth, 

manhood, status and many other things, that is not a pursuit of love, that is a game of playing love, there is 

a big difference. The love aspect is defined by the three questions of which relationship you would like to 

have with a perspective partner, because then it is based in truth, not lies. Men just want to get us into bed 

is the cry, did you ask them that first to define it, no! just made bland statements like a MSM clown reader. 

Is that then saying men only want sex? Are women telling us that only men want to have or initiate sex? 

Because that is not true is it? More so in the last two generations. Women only want us for our money or 

estate men cry, but did you ask them if that was the case before starting a relationship? No, so the same 

applies doesn’t it? Relationships were one partner is controlling the other is not a relationship or love, it is 

a control system, as within and so without then. Is this the way love and life is supposed to work? Has it 

worked for you all? If the answer is no, then the next question is, why didn’t or don’t you change it? 

Therein lies the overarching and overviewing problem doesn’t it? We will all blame other partners, it is 

what we do, but do we ever question are own part in a failed relationship, the answer to that is, hell no. 

Because the next stage of a failed relationships is to garner favor within your circles of only your side of 

the story, which typically means demonizing the other partner. It goes all bitter and twisted, which means 

you are operating in the low vibrational frequency bands. What is worse is, some in the circle go along 

with that persons point of view, largely without being near what actually went on within a relationship. 

Those people are actually worse than the broken partner, because they are operating on the emotions, the 

opinion of others and not thinking for themselves. Just think back over your lives of how many of those 

circumstances have dictated your future, in most cases wrongly, only to find out later, the opinion you 

followed was wrong. That happens in all walks of life not just broken relationships, but we had a harsh 

reminder of operating within that stance in the village early on this year. But the fall out of a relationship 

and convincing your circle is, the labels then become protected and harsh words are spoken about the 

opposite gender. Again is that how we should use your energy? Is that not a total waste of energy? The 

difference is, an advanced person goes within and heals and then goes to look for a new love that was lost, 

or not delivered by the previous partner. But that is not what happens is it? Deflection, blame, shame, guilt, 

anger, revenge, rage all projected out at others and no personal reflection of, could I have done this better? 

could I have done more to make the other person better? Did I show my love, care and support enough? 

Did I operate fully in love? These are the questions of the self that takes place within a person operating 

from the heart and a higher soul development level. Personally some of you have seen the fall out of my 

engagements with some people that were in the group at one time or another. Although two of them were 

not a relationship or a sexual encounter, but all of them launched a tirade of lies against me. My reaction 

was, to ignore it. Why? Because the truth doesn’t have to defend itself, arguing over the truth is ego to get 

external approval from those around you, as just mentioned. One member said to me, you should defend 

yourself against the lies, I said that is their problem not mine. But some people are believing the lies about 

you, again that is their problem not mine, that is an example of self-mastery. I knew the truth and so I 

didn’t have to defend it and just said time will tell, for the liar and also the people that believed the lies. I 

chose to not waste my energy on people who live for the lie, I respected their choice and moved on. This is 
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what creates the toxic divide between the two genders and yes there is only two genders, another program 

designed to install false realities. How can love thrive in that toxic environment? It can’t, it won’t and it 

hasn’t. So with love in descendance as it currently is, another component takes its place, fear. Like I have 

said in the shows, in the absence of love, fear reigns. Love is higher vibrational, fear is low vibrational. 

Which means you cannot love if you are low vibrational and subsequently you cannot fear in true high 

vibrational state. Most people are operating in fear, despite their repeated denials and so love passes them 

by. Many will tell you they want love, but is it really true? Females flaunting themselves is not seek love, 

just external gratification, which is ego. Females flirting with others with no intentions of taking it further, 

is also ego and seeking external gratification. Neither are examples of seeking love, which resides within 

the heart/soul/spirit package, not the external meat suit to protect it. Men preening, posing in sporting 

arenas, gyms or bars is not seeking love either, again it is just ego and external gratification. But there are 

other components to this that is created by the dark forces who oppose love at all costs, where mind 

memery comes in and people adapt to it. Love hurts they say, but how can love hurt when it is the spark of 

Source? Or the music of the spheres? Or how your body operates better when you are within that 

frequency? It can’t. The love hurts aspect is when it ends and yes we have all experienced that type of hurt. 

But the heart always mends, it’s the head aspect of it that doesn’t, which is why the head takes over after a 

failed relationship and makes everything look, feel and be, toxic. Whilst sex is a separate component of a 

relationship, although more women than men think they go together, due to societal pressure and the lying 

games, but has not sex been degraded exponentially over this lifetime? Sex is wrong, sex is dirty, spoken 

of in hushed tones, says who? Does anyone ask as to why a pleasurable act between consenting adults is 

dirty? No, there is that lack of thinking again and accepting the opinions of others, where is the triality? 

Where is you? Blindly accepting the opinions of others is negating your own responsibility, you will never 

evolve to a higher plane doing that. Most of that speak came from the Church it should be remembered, 

whilst they committed unspeakable sexual acts with children in many cases. Another thing the church 

denounced as evil was self-love with masturbation. What is wrong with self-love? Nothing, it is the 

ultimate in getting to know yourself is it not, loving yourself, relieving stress, sexual frustrations, exploring 

yourself and sexuality. This act and it’s a negative spin has largely been pushed upon men and boys, as 

something they only do, but it is not true is it? Yes many females will be blushing now, arguing with 

themselves saying who me, never? Yes you!! It is yet again pushing negative things as a male only 

problem, when actually it is not a problem at all, only a guilt program being ran solely upon men. Did 

anybody ask the question, if masturbating is bad, why did Source create us in a way that it is possible? 

Something the mind controlled religious people need to think long and hard about, pardon the pun. 

 

What comes first love or sex? Depends on the perspective doesn’t it? The first point of contact between 

people is based upon the sexual attraction, so in that case the sex comes first, but life and programs have 

muddied that also, have they not? Because society says it must be love first then sex, but that is not what 

happens is it? Sexual attraction is the first thought process, or more to the point the first engagement of 

each other’s frequencies, is what is really taking place. If there is no sexual attraction between one or other 

of the people, then it is unlikely that engagement between those two people will lead to a love based 

relationship. The engagement of the sex act then creates the exchange of energies, frequencies, DNA, 

images and so much more, which then determines whether the love is really there or it is just a pleasurable 
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sex act. Love at first sight is another perspective on this, some would argue it is not real or possible? You 

cannot possibly love a person you have just met, that is lust people would argue and for the most part 

correct. But as too few on the planet understand how we are all frequency emitters and receivers, then this 

component of engagement is lost on the many. Love at first sight is a higher frequency based experience 

based upon past lives and some memory recall. It feels like you have known that person forever, yet you 

have only just met, how is that possible? Well it is possible because those two people recognized each 

other’s frequency instantly, like a calling or an echo from the past. Science or education will not tell you 

that as they only operate within 2 and 3D thinking spectrums. Don’t believe that to be the case, please 

explain this example then. A man experiences having sexual relations in his dream time with the same 

woman, who he doesn’t know on the physical plane and also whilst he is married, for twelve months. Then 

the woman from the dream time suddenly turns up in the physical realm and presents herself to him. The 

female from the dream turned up around the time of a divorce, more so just after and revealed she too had 

been having sexual dreams with the description of the man having his dreams with her. That is not possible 

many will proclaim, but that is my truth, as that is what happened to me. How did it happen? Frequency 

emitting and the receiver picked up, that is how it works. All of which makes flirting and flaunting a very 

bad act as it is sending wrong, damaging and hurtful frequencies to others who can’t read the intentions 

and even to those who can. Playing games with love and emotions, which is a common theme with 

females, is not how life should be. It is a cruel and brutal way to live life, when so much around us is of a 

bad or poor nature to experience, these actions makes life unbearable for many. The last show revealed 

37K of 49K of suicides were white males, 80% of suicides are males in America. This is one of the reasons 

as to why. People can rail all they like at that statement, but the facts speak for themselves. But it is not 

only in America is it? Nope, it goes further afield and is a particular poor trait of the white race. The white 

and black races in the Western world are particularly prevalent in this poor behavior. Women chasing 

shekels, over spending on material items, getting plastic surgery and other improvements often to the cost 

of the family by means of debt and over consuming is the way of life now for many western women. All of 

which is a purely selfish trait and behavior that bears no consideration for others. In essence the love of 

money as overcome the love of love itself. It is creating an abomination of self-image, which is what the 

above just revealed, but your true image is about love, loving, caring and nurturing. If you are saying now, 

well that is not me, fine I am glad to hear it, but just you is not what we are talking about here, it is the 

overview and the wider ranging problem. Making fun of men and the demeaning of men was not created 

by women, but adapted by them. All orchestrated by the system via the likes of Tavistock, the Feminist 

movement and even the multi letter gender crew. The biggest issue and driver of this is the advertisement 

industry. It went from seeing women as sex objects and figure of fun to demeaning men, did anybody stop 

to think neither of those programs were right? Clearly not. The latest for the advertising program is mixed 

families and it is also an exercise of, can you spot the white person? These are all the ways they keep 

people divided and at each other’s throats, but only we can adapt to them and we all did that with gusto. 

Advertising is conditioning, is mind controlling and corralling people into taking their choices. Cultural 

dynamics are created by advertisement agencies as well, look at how they have denigrated the white male 

and females in the past 50 years with their programs. Look at how they molded the black people with their 

foul mothed, demeaning and violent lyrics with hip hop and rap. Did you notice the majority of black hip 

hop and rap singers are also gangsters? Which is why many of them are now dead, in case they talked as 
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well, it is all a program. What it shows is, A: we follow poor programs all too easily B: it plays into 

hierarchy games and C: it shows how we have all criminally lost our way. But it is also about the image it 

presents, is it not? Do you know where all that comes from? The bible – we will make man in our image. 

Image has a much deeper meaning as we found out in Tuesday’s show, the image of the spirit and the 

blood. What if the story of off world coming down to mate with humans was not just a past event, but a 

now event? If a load of off world males in meat suits were mating with women in select countries based 

upon their genetics, then all of their children would be born in their off world image, would they not? 

Could it explain why so many children are feral in various parts of the world? What about the black-eyed 

children, in whose image are they? All this debauchery, poor images, devaluing of morals, under educated, 

violence and criminal actions has all contributed to the fall of man and woman. If we didn’t stray so much 

from the wisdom teachings, this would never have gotten this bad, this far or for this long. None of this 

would unfold if we had retained love, compassion and caring either. People in overview are like a dead 

fish, it rots from the head down and our heads are filled with a rotten stench of a lack of morality and the 

ability to do and be a model human. The peak of being human starts and ends with love, it is the solution to 

all the problems. People who deny the love and the frequency of it because of fear, will always remain low 

vibrational and will be stuck within the astral realms. That means you cannot develop on a planetary soul 

level and will repeat the same level over and over again until you learn. The reason being is, love is a pre-

requisite trait when on the higher planes, just like personal responsibility. So just how did we get this far 

into the non-spiritual pit and why? Because the dam became damned, love became fear, heart became head 

and free became controlled. A massive indictment of those who came before us and us all now. We are the 

effect, but the cause the not applying the Source based rules on what is the Divine Feminine and what is 

the Divine Masculine. For women the three main traits of Divine Feminine are love, caring and nurturing. 

For men it is the ruler, warrior and protector of the clan or family. That is not to say that women cannot be 

warriors and protectors they can, but it is not their primary roles. That is not to say men can’t be loving, 

caring and nurturing, as again that is not their primary roles. It is all about the balance and the archetypal 

man and woman are in balance and so in harmony with all. But women as we have found out are not 

operating within love and so the whole thing collapses for both. It makes no difference which gender is 

worse or better, as it is not a competition. But the females have become so dominant in the masculine 

traits, that means love, caring and nurturing falls, but also the warrior and protector roles as well. Men 

become dormant in the current feminist agendas of women must be strong, but whilst some are, many are 

not and so the whole thing collapses again. It is all about the balance, but to restore balance the female 

must return to the love, caring and nurturing aspect, to then allow men to reclaim their duties back as well. 

People may say why don’t men just take their roles back, because you would have two masculine traits on 

the same level, that will make things worse, not better. Because the masculine platform is currently 

occupied by a more masculine feminine and the men have become more feminized to counteract it. The 

amount of women I have heard saying or revealing they are frightened of being in love, is the most 

alarming of all. How can you not want to be in and of love? Is that telling as to how far we have fallen? I 

have experienced it personally this lifetime, one said I love you too much and I can’t handle thinking of 

you all day, so I am going to have to ditch you. In what world is that beneficial to us? It is not, except to 

the dark forces. Essentially we are doing their work for them, because love conquers all remember. Here is 

the current score on that, love and shadow work 0 fear 1, those scores will never fix things on this planet. 
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Until that is corrected, humanity is and will be a long way from restoring itself. The question of how did 

you love still remains, but after Tuesday’s show it now asks, who did you love as well. Is it not better to 

have loved and lost, than to never love at all? 

 

ENDING PIECE: Given I got a number of reports of people crying over the last Blueprint show, perhaps 

we can end this show with a laugh instead. Isn’t it funny, that we made two trips to Dublin this year and 

yet we missed being at the filming of a new movie there? Here is my review of the movie based on sources 

at the scene, like tomato ketchup, this segment is brought to by Retarded Tribal Engineering (RTE). 

Ireland is about to become the center stage of a new movie called Antifa and the G7 dwarfs. It is a classic 

Disney/Tavistock movie funded by the Soros Foundation; a complete mystery movie. It is filled with multi 

colored people who go around Dublin stabbing children in classic Disneyesque fashion, who then call in 

the Craigslist crew, who were offered jobs to appear in the scene and then riot. They were paid 10 Euros an 

hour and a free bag of potatoes to celebrate the famine. There is also a lottery amongst the actors for 

another starring role, to play the role of slaves called The slow boat of death to New York. But rest assured 

a hero will arise from the damp Dublin mist, only to quickly fade into the background like an extra. The 

filming and the script of the movie started a few months ago, with warnings about locals killing tourists, 

preferably American, because you see the Irish are jihadists and commies all rolled into one. Predictably 

the ending of the movie is shrouded in mystery, as perhaps the actors have gone on strike again and so 

cannot speak to the media about their role. The Indian, I mean Irish government even did a part in the 

movie by doing a bill on hate speech, plus they warned the rest of the world that Ireland is dangerous and 

their people are anti-immigrant. Their next bill is to retain Guinness as the main Irish beer, after the Irish 

people complained because it was too black and wanted pale beers instead. A classic movie with all the 

main characters in play, that has been repeated many times. I rate this move as a rotten tomato ketchup, but 

it should win the ouroboros award next year at the film festival sponsored by RTE. Their sequel to this will 

be called Alan, Alan, Alan and the 5D exodus, where the 144k Craiglist actors walk the desert for 40 years 

and then depart to a distant planet on Fisher Price starships kits to set up Scottish Rite lodges on a new 

world and start a new age cult. There they greet the Eve and Alan said where’s the Trust money you 

promised us in the promised land, she replied with wrath, go and Steffan Rowe yourself Alan. Plans are 

afoot for a new movie by the people called We are the Feckers, who will feck the feck out of all usurpers. 

It is a beautiful movie where the Irish people discard their church affiliations, the idiot republican assholes 

(IRA) and the feigning sin group (Sinn Fein). They then go on to banning the color orange called the anti-

Orange revolution and lodge it up their assholes. They will tear down their buildings become free of bricks 

or masonry, collect all the rubble and send it back to Holland and France from where it came. The people 

will change their names and drop all the surnames beginning with O, which stands for Orange, so no more 

orange Connell, Neill, Flaherty and Shaughnessy families. Out will go all the Draconian saints, like Patrick 

as well, the word Boyne will be replaced by Boing and will be bounced back to Holland. The green rock of 

sham will be replaced by the white lotus and the people will rise in salutation. The movie ends when the 

people Storm-ont(o) glory and remove the traitorous aliens from the lands and say Tara or ta-ra to them all. 

The final jubilant ending scene is where the Irish people celebrate by play diddle dee songs and dance with 

fast spinning legs in midair, whilst supping pale ale and singing Oh Janey, Oh Janey, Oh Janey, take that 

you feckers.  
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Where is the booming ending piece Thomas? What? After two powerful shows in 3 days you want a 

booming ending piece as well? Tough crowd lol. The saddest part is we allowed it to go this far and never 

fought back, until it was too late in the day. Whilst giant strides are being made now on the people level, it 

has much catching up to do. Not fighting back is forgetting our own power and responsibility in these 

matters. The world burns whilst the people fiddle with phones and entrainment, that passes off as 

entertainment. That entertainment is as appealing as setting fire to your own testicles. Yet as Cassandra 

said, we gave you your entertainment and you gobbled it up like the greedy little piglets you are. Harsh? 

but true. But in perspective, their entertainment is enlightening if you think upon what they are saying, 

what they are showing or revealing to us? Not focusing on that is a key component of us being stupid and 

ignorant, they have to tell us, they did and yet we ignored it. When people understand that movies are 

documentaries, fiction is fact and fact is fiction, that science fiction is long in the past then you begin to get 

it. But how many outside of THI understand that? or even bother to consider it? Poor societies are the 

effect, laziness is the cause. Why wouldn’t you wish to be more loving, more caring and more nurturing? 

Why wouldn’t you wish to develop more on the spiritual and soul level? We will end with a Blueprint style 

piece. Why is this needed? Do I really have to answer that question? Solution? Love the sun, the rain, the 

self, the partner, the children, the people and life itself. Be happier with what you have, remember your 

progress as a primary thought not an afterthought, operate in love of life not fear it. And remember the 

hardest prison to escape is, your own mind. 

 

 


